Triangle 2009 movie dual audio download It is a 2009 English-Japanese horror film written and directed by Christopher Smith.
The screenplay, based on the novel of the same name by English novelist Julie Plec, tells the story of three friends who board a
luxury cruise liner for an Eastbound journey from England to Singapore. The friends come across an enigmatic dance troupe led
by Mao, who reveals that his performers are ghosts trapped in their own purgatorial cycle, doomed to die and be reborn over and
over again. Gradually they find themselves drawn into this supernatural world with increasingly alarming consequences. The
film also stars Melissa George as Abby Limbo, Tom Hughes as O'Neill Sanders and Michael Niro as Andrew Figgis. The film
was a co-production between the UK, Australia and Japan. The film premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival on 14
September 2009 and was shown at the Sitges Film Festival in Barcelona, Spain on 8 October 2009. The film was released in
Japan on 17 October 2009, in Australia on 5 November 2009, and in the United States on 8 December 2009. Triangle received
mixed reviews from critics, although praise was given to Smith's "imaginative" direction and "atmospheric" cinematography.
The DVD release of the film includes an audio commentary by Christopher Smith. A luxury ocean liner – the Pacific Princess –
sailing from Southampton to Singapore. Three friends, O'Neill, Abby and Andrew, board the ship and settle into their cabins.
Aboard the ship, they meet a French couple and an enigmatic woman named Mao. The cruise soon comes under attack from a
malevolent force that wreaks havoc throughout the ship, killing or injuring many of those onboard. O'Neill is separated from
Abby and Andrew after fleeing their cabin during an earthquake triggered by this force. He teams up with members of the crew
at the ship's bridge in order to rescue his girlfriend and friend before the attacking force can get them. As they descend further
into the ship's bowels, O'Neill and Abby discover the truth: the Pacific Princess is haunted by a man named Mao and his troupe
of dancers who have somehow escaped their purgatorial cycle and become trapped on the ship, doomed to die and be reborn.
The force that has been destroying the ship is actually one of their souls; it can only be stopped by destroying their bodies –
hence why O'Neill has been sent out to do so. However, before O'Neill can fulfil his destiny, he must help his friends from the
force that has been attacking them. While Abby and Andrew attempt to reunite with O'Neill, Mao explains how he and the
others who have escaped the cycle were trapped by a very powerful being – The Red Triangle – who has been waiting for a
prophecy to be fulfilled. The film ends with a post-credits scene where it is revealed that The Red Triangle's true name is
'Triangle', as it possesses another passenger on board. It informs this passenger that "the time has come" as both The Red
Triangle and the other passenger disappear into thin air.
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